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Section 11 

A year ago we published the 13th Number of our Journal, four years after No. 12 had appeared. 
As you can see, we are doing better with No. 14than we had done with No. 13 and, if you are nimble 
at arithmetic, you will realise that the publication of No. 12 coincided with the 40th Anniversary 
.ofour Liberation. We are nowon the point of celebrating the 45th Anniversary. 

Last September marked the 50th Anniversary of the outbreak of the Second World War, the historic 
event which saw the destruction of the communities into which we had been born, of our families 
and of our later childhood and adolescence. 50 years on and the geographical areas from which 
we originate ignoring changes in political boundaries, have seen a completely unanticipated trans
formation in their political and economic arrangement, which show promise of bringing Western 
freedoms to areas which, with the sole exception of Czechoslavakia, had never known them before. 
Outside the USSR, there are to all intents and purposes no Jews left in these areas, which has not 
prevented the emergence offreedom from being accompanied by the surfacing of vocal and some
times virulent anti-semitism. This neither should, nor seems, to prevent us from welcoming these 
changes wholeheartedly, on the basis of simple feelings of human solidarity. Until very recently 
this entire area was ruled by authoritarian regimes under which the rule of law was absent. Under 
the Nazis no law of any kind protected us. We knew in the most extreme form what it is to live 
in such conditions. The situation in the People's Democracies, fortunately, was not the same. 
Nevertheless, we can only rejoice that people like Father Popieluszko will not be murdered again 
by the police and people like Vaclav Havel will not be interned. Last but not least, we will no longer 
need to campaign for Russian Jews, or indeed any other citizens of the USSR to be allowed to leave 
the country. Nor does it seem that we need to have misgivings about the unification of Germany 
and, of course, we have welcomed the long overdue acknowledgement by the East German gov
ernment that the responsibility for Nazi policy towards the Jews belonged to the East just as it did 
to the West. 

The second half of the 45th year since our liberation will be a period remembered in European his
tory. We can only reg ret that analogous improvements have nottaken place in the Middle East. 

Nowtothe comments on the contents of this issue, which are a reguJarfeature of these Editorials. 

The Section "Youth Remembered" had to be left out this time, as no contributions for it were re
ceived. This seems surprising, as some of our members recounted their experiences to interview
ers from the Imperial War Museum, as reported in the Section "Recent and Forthcoming Events" 
in our last issue. Each such interview must contain enough material, not just for one such contribu
tion, but for at least a handful of them. We are able to tell our readers now that our next issue will 
have at least one article in the Section "Youth Remembered". 

We can dispense with comments on Sections Ill, IV and V, except to note that Section III contains 
an article on a topic, The War Crimes Bill, which is of special interest on the 45th Anniversary of 
our liberation. This time Section VI contsins a Report of the Lecture instead of, as in the past, the 
text of the Lecture itself. Some or many readers may regard this arrangement as preferable, on 
grounds of brevity. Comments on this and any other matter lire once again invited for the Section 
"Letters to the Editor" which has not appeared for a long time. Section VII alas again has too many 
entries. Please note that, since No. 13, the Section "Members News" contains only news of 
simches and therefore other news, will appear in different sections, as appropriate. Last year we 
hoped that, as a result of Arom Zylberszac's efforts, we would have much news to report from the 
U.S.A., Canada and Israel. So far these hopes have not been realised. 

In the last Editorial it was suggested that the Section "Recent and Forthcoming Events" "will not 
be repeated". We were wrong, for it appears again in this issue and we hope that members will 
find it interesting. 

Finally, we must again express our sincere thanks to Roman Halter for making it possible for this 
issue to appear in time to be distributed atthe Re-Union. Without Roman's intervention this would 
not have been possible; making it possible has cost Roman a lot of effort and saved the Society 
a lot of money. 
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Section III 

THE VISIT 
by Jasmine G. Bandel 

It was to be the culmination of many years of heart-searching and the desire to fulfil a deeply-felt 
need, to return to that hellhole of horror and death - to pay his respects and to say kaddish, 
specifically for his dear late father. You see, Michael is one of the 'lucky ones' who survived the 
holocaust, but who also knows the how, the where and the when of his late father's death: Ebensee, 
one of the very many sub-camps of Muthausen (Austria), Erev Pesach, 1945. 

Michael very much wanted our children to come too, and they readily agreed, and so in June (1989) 
together with Martin, Gaynor and her husband Daniel (and our 6 month old grand-daughter who 
we could not leave happily with anyone) we flew to Salzburg, and then Daniel drove us the 1'12 
hours to Linz. The next morning we drove to Mathausen, just 20 minutes or so away: could the 
locals really not have known that such a place existed on their very doorstep so to speak? We had 
been informed that this camp had been well-preserved by the Austrian Authorities, and so it 
proved. It was very cold and raining that day, most unpleasant but I suppose appropriate to the 
occasion. We approached the entrance-Michael has always described the massive wooden gates 
which had terrified them on arrival all those years before: were those the same gates? Could he 
go through them again? What did he feel? He did, but said nothing. 

Entrance for former prisoners and their families was free I Perhaps 'they' felt the price had already 
been paid ... 

We came into a huge courtyard - yes, it was the same place, 'the Appelplatz'. We stood there, 
and we tried to imagine it filled with emaciated, sick men trying so hard to be seen as fit for work. 
We tried to imagine what Michael was seeing: I could not. 

On one side some blocks had been kept, but not block 5 where Jewish prisoners had been - only 
a green lawn filled that space now. One block is open to visitors: There is a bunk to show the space, 
or lack of it where, usually, 2 men slept head to feet: A table with tin mug, plate: Some sort of 
cupboard behind it, a small stove in this wooden hut which would have been freezing in the winter 

We walked to a new building, the museum, housed in what would have been the new 'sick 
quarters'. We were greeted by two smiling, helpful ladies, who clucked over the baby and asked 
if we wished to see the English-speaking version of the film about the camp: yes, we would - so 
we were shown to the room with seating and screen and sat, and watched the history of Mathausen 
unfold before us-and I watched, and I waited nervously, would a familiar face appear? No it didn't 
and there was no reaction, outwardly, that could be seen. it is a very moving film, also clear, precise 
and informative, other people came in, some stayed to the end, some left beforehand •.• 

We then walked through the museum hall, with the numbered tables and showcases with copies 
of photos, names, dates, figures, documents, telling more of the facts - all neat and clean and 
precise •.. 

In the basement ofthis building are the various rooms, cells, housing the crematorium which had 
no less than 3 furnaces, one of which I remember seeing, the 2 gas chambers camouflaged as usual 
as bathrooms, with showers and sluices, an 'execution corner' where prisoners were taken to be 
"measured for height" only to be shot through a slot in the headboard behind them: there is a 
dissecting room used for various purposes, punishment cells: hooks from this ceiling, wire loops 
from that ceiling: the prison jail is here too, where many people, including allied soldiers, were 
interrogated and goodness knows what else. I walked through this basement, now all whitewashed 
and clean, and looked, and saw, yet didn't see ..• and felt-I'm not sure what I telt, cold, trapped, 
tearful- and I couldn't leave quickly enough to go outside for some fresh, albeit cold, wet air. What 
did Michael feel-I don't know-he didn't say. 
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Outside again and near the entrance is a wall, the notorious wall where prisoners were made to 
stand for hours, sometimes days on end, chained to rings, which are still there, how many of them 
died there, chained to those same rings •.. 

We went outside the walled inner camp area to the open ground beyond, where stood many 
memorials, some simple, some very elaborate, to those who died in this horrific place. There had 
been political prisoners, resistance fighters, women, children, youths in this place, soldiers of the 
allies too - in all 18 nationalities and their memorials stand for all to see: overlooking the valley 
is the memorial to the Jewish prisoners, a huge, jagged stone menorah and the word in Hebrew ' 
- 'Zachor': we stood and looked and thought ... 

Muthausen was infamous for its 'death steps' - 186 stone steps made up from randomly placed 
rocks or boulders which led down to the stone quarry, the camp's raison d'etre, the quarry has 
housed various armaments plants and sheds and thousands had lost their lives carrying stones 
up and going back down those dreadful steps. We walked towards them, past 'parachute hill' from 
which prisoners were thrown, or threw themselves to their deaths in the quarry below: it was 
raining hard now and the path was muddy and slippery, and the steps were far too steep and 
dangerous to descend-and we were fit and well ..• 

Michael's stay in Muthausen had been short, having arrived from various other destinations, in 
June 1944; then he and his late father were 'transfered to Ebensee: 'Lucky' they told them, 'You're 
lucky to be leaving this place'. 

Michael asked me if I felt the horrors of what had happened there. My imagination had run riot 
walking through the camp - my mind told me that yes, this and this and this had happened here 
and of course, I knew, more than many, the facts of what had taken place there. But, in all honesty, 
I couldn,t say that I could feel, really feel, what had happened there: How could anyone who had 
not been there7 so how much less can the younger generations actually feel and comprehend the 
enormity of it all, but know about it they should. 

The following day we drove back, back towards Salzburg, to the little town of Ebensee, on the 
Traunsee. Michael had told me many times that Ebensee had been buried so deep in a valley 
surrounded by very high, sheer mountains, that not even the devil himself could have found them. 
We drove along winding, twisting roads which brought us to a valley, through which the river 
Traun runs and opens into a lake. It was astonishingly beautiful, painfully beautiful, with the sun 
shining on the blue waters of the lake, surrounded with high, sheer snowcapped mountains, the 
lower slopes covered with trees, green and beautiful. This is now a holiday centre for water sports 
and yachting: the sail boats were picturesque on the lake, as were the houses, and the gardens 
filled with flowers of every hue. I had to bite my tongue not to keep exclaiming how beautiful it 
was. 

We asked at the police station, where was 'the memorial'? We had been told beforehand that it 
was difficult to find the camp site and the locals were unfriendly I He marked it on our map and 
we drove on, round the lakeside: we couldn't find it. There was no sign that said 'Kz Ebensee': we 
drove backwards and forwards, but couldn't find it. We saw a signpost saying'Kz Friedhof. 'That's 
not it, why should it have a different name7' said Michael. (It was only later that day, back in 
Salzburg, that Michael remembered that 'Friedhof is German for 'cemetery': He had been so 
perturbed earlier that it just hadn't registered). Michael had been so sure, so certain: He would find 
it, he would know every stone. every road, every inch of the place. We couldn't find it. 

We followed the sign, thinking it must lead somewhere, and we came to a cemetery, in the centre 
of a new housing estate. We went in and found on the right-hand side of the gate a huge stone 
wall with a cross mounted on it: there were gravel pathways and 'green lawns'laid out: we couldn't 
see much else and Michael was disturbed and worried: had we come all this way, to the wrong 
place7we left. 
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We saw an older man walking along the road and Michael asked him 'is this where the Ebensee 
camp was during the war'. 'Yes, there was a camp here' he said. Where'? 'Here, where you are 
standing, where the new housing estate is. It was for political prisoners and murderers' he told 
us. 

We couldn't believe him: Michael couldn't believe him. We were walking on the blood soaked 
ground, where thousands had been murdered, and where now there were pretty houses, with 
pretty gardens with pretty flowers. Was it possible? could it really be so ?It seems it is so ... Where 

, are the quarries' Michael asked. 'Come, I will show you'. Michael had lost all sense of place or 
direction, could recognise nothing, butthis proved to be a friendly local, and show us he did. 

How did he know this? He had been a youngster living nearby during the war. He knew - he had 
seen - and he showed us. 'This was the roadway out ofthe camp and here stood the gates: this 
post is the only remaining part of the gateway. This is the way up the hill, this is where they had 
to run, up this hill. to the quarries'. And we followed him, and once again Michael trod that awful 
road, and went up that awful hill where the 3 stone quarries had been: they are still there. Two 
are closed up now but one had been turned into a rifle range for sport-sport, within the mountain 
where men had toiled to dig out the tunnels which would have been an armaments factory. where 
my husband and his late father, our childrens' grandfather, had worked and suffered 44 years 
before: we all stood on the brow of that steep slope, at the foot of a sheer mountain, and looked 
down. And then Michael saw - the crematorium had been there, to our left - but there was 
nothing there now: There, had been the Appelplatz, there the blocks, there the 'hospital' block: and 
it was to this hospital block that Michael's father had been brought, so badly beaten, because he 
had been found praying, and dying: it was where Mlchael had found him and where, on Erev 
Pesach he had passed away, held in his son's arms, 44 yea rs before. 

We thanked our guide and returned again to the cemetery with the sign - 'Kz Friedhof' 
Konzentrations lager Cemetery - and this time we walked right in and found at the far end a wall, 
a wall of remembrance, with plaques bearing names and dates and in some cases pictures, of Jews 
from many lands, of Russians, Czechs, Italians and many others. Their families had found this place 
too and placed there memorials to their loved ones. We walked the gravel paths between the 
'lawns', only they were not lawns, they were mass graves, one with 382 and one with 1000 bodies 
of prisoners who had died in Ebensee just before the liberation. The crematorium couln't cope with 
so many at the end and the living wera made to bury the dead. At 2.30 am on the morning bafore 
the liberating American 8th Army arrived on May 8th, Michael was one of those who had had to 
cover the mass grave with 1000 dead. A stone with a Magen David etched on it stood on one of 
the graves. Other national memorials stood there too, silent sentinels guarding the silent dead: 
and at one such memorial, a plinth erected by a Kibbutz in Israel 'in memory of our Jewish brethren 
who died here •• .' we stood, and Michael was able at long last to say Kaddish for his dear late 
father and for all his lost loved ones and 'for all our Jewish brethren who had died in this place' 
-and we wept. 

We didn't stay as long as we thought we would - Michaal found he could not stay there - the 
sight of the houses all around, people living on the actual site where such evil, such horrors had 
taken place. was too traumatic to cope with. We drove away fervently believing neverto return. 

We were grateful that our family had been with us: to have them there was a salve for the pain 
and anguish which must have been Michael's alone: whatever we felt could not have possibly been 
comparable. Wethankthem so much for their caring and their love. 

Since our return home, and with a calmer mind, much to my amazement Michael has said he wants 
to return one day, to spend more time and 'make a better job of it'. 

Who knows-perhaps one day he will. 
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by Kurt Klappholz 
the Editor 

THE WAR CRIMES BILL 

The author must thank Mr. Warren Taylor of 
The All-Party Parliamentery War Crimes 
Group for providing him with reference 
material without which this article could not 
have been written. 

The above Bill passed its 2nd reading in the House of Commons on 19th March, by 273 votes to 
60, a hefty majority, the opposition being "mostly Conservative" (Financial TImes 20.3.90). The Bill 
is designed "to confer jurisdiction on United Kingdom courts in respect of certain grave violations 
of the laws and customs of war committed in German-held territory during the Second World War; 
and for connected purposes" (p. 1). The Bill is expected to reach the statute book by early summer, 
allowing prosecutions to take place later this year. 

These developments mark the successful outcome of a campaign which, in this country, began 
in October 1986 when the Wiesenthal Centre from Los Angeles sent the Prime Minister a list of 
individuals believed to be resident in this country Who, it is alleged committed war crimes. 
Attempts began to persuade the government to examine these allegations and, if the evidence to 
support them seemed compelling, to take judicial action against the individuals concerned. This 
is not the place to describe the details of this campaign, except to note that the following members 
of our Society supported it on television: Sam Freiman, H. Gryn, B. Helfgott, J. Kagan and M. 
Tribich. Many of our members wrote to their MP's, some saw their MP's and gave them accounts 
of the appalling atrocities they had witnessed. The MP's were impressed by the testimony of our 
members. 

The Second Generation Group in Manchester was "very involved" in the campaign from the end 
of 1989 onwards (see its AGM Report, 6.3.90). 

The campaign in this country in favour of the War Crimes Bill has had eminent opponents whose 
arguments deserve a serious consideration, which this article is intended to provide. However, it 
must be borne in mind constantly that most of the arguments are moral ones, concerned with what 
we ought to do; such arguments cannot be tested solely against factual evidence which can be 
used to resolve disagreements about purely factual matters. 

One argument advanced by such an eminent lawyer as Lord Hailsham, is that the crimes which 
may be tried when the Bill reaches the statute book were committed too long ago to make a fair 
trial possible. Anyone who wishes to rely on this argument ought to advocate a statute of 
limitations, which does not exist in the U.K. for the kinds of crime with which the Bill deals; yet, 
none of those who oppose the Bill because it is now "too late to act" have advocated the 
introduction of a period of limitation. 

It is, of course, true that memories may fade with the passage of time, yet, it has always been the 
task of the jury to assess the credibility of witnesses and, in a criminal trial, read a verdict of gUilty 
if, and only if, they find the accused guilty beyond any reasonable doubt, a principle the Bill leaves 
untouched. Misgivings about the chances of a successful outcome may explain why prosecutions 
which some might think ought to be instituted may not be. Other prosecutions which some might 
think ought to succeed may not. Butthese arguments hardly suffice to exclude in principle the trials 
made possible by the Bill. 

Other "too late" arguments have been advanced against the Bill, e.g. that even if a conviction can 
be obtained the worst possible punishment in this country is a few years in jail. "The magnitude 
ofthe crimes alleged are out of all proportion to such a penalty" (The TImes 20.3.90). It seems that 
the supporters of the Bill were remiss in not advocating the re-introduction of the death penalty, 
preferably by means ofthe garrottel The argument seems motivated by an extreme form of lust 
for vengeance; if the best cannot be satisfied, it is preferable not even to have atrial. The accusation 
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of being vengeful is more usually diverted against the supporters ofthe Bill, as mentioned below. 
The argument also overlooks the fact that obtaining a verdict after all these years itself may be 
a requirement of meting out justice, regardless of the sentence imposed, as Jack Kagan pointed 
outonTV. 

Some who oppose the Bill e.g. Lord Mayhew think that any trials instituted under its provisions 
will be '''show trials". In order to consider this argument we must, unfortunately, engage in 
semantic analysis of the meaning of "show trials". One clear meaning, often used in connection 
with the trials in Russia in the late 30's is that the guilt of the accused is decided before the trial 
and the presentation of evidence is a pure charade. In this sense "show trials" can take place only 
in countries where the judiciary is subservient to the authorities who decide whom to prosecute 
and it is therefore difficult to believe that opponents of the Bill have this sense of "show trials" 
in mind. Another meaning of the word "show trial" was illustrated by Mr. Edward Heath during 
the debate in the House of Commons. He thought that show trials would result, because "the 
people who read the gutter press and followed the trials would want ratribution and revenge 
(which would) appeal to the lowest instincts (The TImes 20.3.90). If this is what is meant by a "show 
trial", then any trial becomes a potential show trial, since the public might react to it in this way. 
There are only two ways of ensuring that such a public reaction never occurs, namely, by either 
having no trials of any kind or by strictly censoring all reporting of trials just as the opposition to 
the Bill on the grounds that it is now "too late" is not accompanied by the advocacy of the 
introduction of a period of limitation, the "show trial" argument against the Bill is not accompanied 
by the advocacy of the abolition of trials or ofthe strictest censorship of the reporting of trials. 

This leads us to the argument against the Bill, which was prominent in the House of Lords debate 
on the subject last December (see David Cesarani's article in The Guardian 12.12.89) and was also 
mentioned by Mr. Edward Heath. The argument is that any trials now can be motivated only by 
the desire for revenge, i.e. retribution. This is a different argument for the view "that it is now too 
late". The question here is why trials for other crimes which are alleged to have been committed 
a long time ago are not condemmed on the same grounds, such as the "recent example [of] an 
alleged domestic murder committed 2,7 years before" (A Question of Justice, The All Party 
Parliamentary War Crimes Group, 2nd edtn. p. 5). The answer, presumably would run along the 
following lines: a) the police presumably had kept the file on this crime open and instituted 
proceedings when adequate evidence became available, so that a campaign to get the prosecuting 
authorities to act would have been redundant, which is in marked contrast to the situation 
described at the beginning of this article; b) even if the police had not acted, as happened recently 
with the murder of a young English lady in Kenya, the people who might campaign are few in 
number and, above all, cannot be identified as belonging to a particular distinctive group in the 
way the Jews can be identified. When a Jew who, in Mr. Tebbifs recent phrase, can pass "the 
cricket test", tries to get "justice" they are not accused of seeking vengeance: when a similar 
campaign is mounted with the strong support of easily distinquished group, spread around the 
world, and still not get deemed to pass "the crickettesf', they are accused of seeking vengeance. 
This was seen clearly in the House of Lords debate (see Cesariani, op. cit.). Moreover in the House 
of Commons debate and the earlier House of Lords one, some opponents of the Bill made 
surprising straight forward factual errors in claiming that mainly, or only, the Jews want 
vengeance. 

For example, Mr Edward Heath said: "At a time when eastern Europe is looking to the future, and 
the rest of Europe is looking to the future, we shall be looking back into the past" (The Independent 
20.3.90). Now that the Runians have at last admitted that the NKVD and not the Nazis committed 
the Katyn massacre, Polish leaders were quick to mention compensation and the desirability of 
bringing alleged participants in this crime to justice. Barbie was tried in France recently and Paul 
Touvier is now facing trial there; war crimes trials continue in Germany. To what "Europe" was 
Mr Heath referring? Furthermore, there is a long tradition in the moral theory of just punishment 
which rests on retribution, i.e. on the idea that those who commit crimes deserve to be punished 
and while one can make words mean anything one likes, "retribution" usually means "paying 
back", i.e. vengeance. 
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Those who have opposed the War Crimes Bill on the basis of general arguments I have considered 
would also have to oppose other similar murder trials. Do they regard war crimes trials as 
"different" when one reads what opponents of the Bill have said, this does indeed seem to be the 
case. Since in political debate, people rarely attemptto formulate arguments in a typically coherent 
manner, one tends to try to interpret what their proponent may have had in mind. In order to do 
so, let us re-state the conditions in which trials are instituted in a judicial system like ours. There 
is an obvious necessary condition viz the "availability" of prime facie evidence. Unfortunately this 
condition is not sufficiently clear, because "availability" is ambiguous; it may mean that the 
prosecuting authorities are already in possession of the evidence, in which case this necessary 
condition is obviously satisfied. However, it may also mean that someone thinks the evidence 
exists, butthatfinding it requires search. This distinction is importent and may help to explain why 
it has taken so long forthe pros and cons of trials to reach the arena of public debate in this collntry. 
For example, in 1948 the British government decided to discontinue any further direct involvement 
by British authorities in the search for and prosecution of war criminals in Germany. Lord Mayhew 
maintains that "the practical difficulties" of continued British involvement would have been 
"formidable" but "not decisive", the "decisive reason was an almost universal feeling that the final 
process of retribution had gone far enough" (The Guardian 29.3.90). Mr Julian Amery, in the House 
of Commons debate, experienced a similar view when he said that those who had fought in the 
last war "would tend to be more tolerant than others aboutthings that were done in that war" (The 
Times 20.3.90). Whether or not Mr Amery was right, his view does not explain in what relevant 
respect the crimes in question are to be viewed with more rather than less, tolerance than those 
committed, e.g. within a family or by the IRA. The argument that the crimes were committed "too 
long ago" was considered earlier and here I am looking for different arguments, Unless different 
argreements are advanced and can be critically examined, let us at least take note of contrary 
views, e.g. those advanced by the War Crimes Enquiry and by my colleague Prof. D. Cameron Watt, 
who implicitly criticised Lord Mayhew when he observed that "a decision against the principle of 
prosecution risks discrediting the entire process of prosecution of war crimes and the crime of 
genocide" (The TImes 14.3.90). These crimes were far more atrocious and brutal than "ordinary" 
ones, for which, apparently less tolerance is advocated. 

So far, I have only mentioned a necessary condition for prosecution to take place, which is not 
enough, since we also need to know sufficient conditions. Should we also need to know sufficient 
conditions. Should we regard the availability of evidence by the prosecuting authorities ad morally 
both necessary and sufficient? As a general question this is difficult to answer, since we are aware 
of cases in which prosecuting authorities do not seem to have acted in accordance with this 
principle, e.g. in Northern Ireland in the wake of the Stalker inquiry and during the 1970-74 Heath 
government, when a prosecution against some dockers was abandoned. Suppose the prosecuting 
authorities have at their disposal strong prime facie evidence against one or more persons, but 
also have good reason to think that prosecuting the person(s) would lead to widespread social 
disorder. What should the prosecuting authorities do? I have no general answer to this question, 
except to note that in such circumstances the administration of justice is of grave risk and that these 
circumstances clearly do not apply in the U.K. for the uses I am discussing. Another reason why 
the prosecuting authorities may not institute proceedings despite the availability of evidence is the 
cost of doing so. Presumably this must happen quite often in the case of relitively minor criminal 
offences, but it is difficult to believe that it happens where murder is concerned, and that is the 
class of alleged crime with which I am now concerned. For crimes in this class it would seem to 
a layman like myself that the availability of prime facie evidence to the prosecuting authorities is 
necessary and sufficient for prosecution to take place. 

Perhaps some of the opponents of the Bill would guestion the principle enshrined in the 
Nuremberg judgments that the carrying out of government policy and obedience to orders may 
constitute criminal action. I cannot go over this argument again and content myself with quoting 
the American philospher, Robert Nozick: "Soldiers who know their country is waging an 
aggressive war and who are manning anti-aircraft guns in defense of a military emplacement may 
not in self-defense fire upon the planes ofthe attacked nation which is acting in self-defense, even 
though the planes are over their heads and are about to bomb them. It is a soldier's responsibility 
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to determine if his side's cause is just; if he finds the issue tangles, unclear, or confusing, he may 
not shift the responsibiity to his leaders, who will certainly tell him their cause is just. The selective 
conscientious objector may be right in his claim that he has a moral duty not to fight; and if he 
is, may not another acquiescent soldier be punished for doing what it was his moral duty not to 
do? Thus we retun to the point that some bucks stop with each of us; and we reject the morally 
elitist view that some soldiers cannot be expected to think for themselves. (They are certainly not 
encouraged to think for themselves by the practice of absolving them of all responsibility for their 
actions within the rules of war.) Nor do we see why the political realm is special. Why, precisely, 
is one specially absolved of responsibility for actions when these are performed jointly with others 
from political motives under the direction or orders of political leaders? (Anarchy, Stete and Utopia, 
p 100). 

Nozick is talking about moral responsibility, but I think the context makes it clear that he is also 
talking about legal responsibility. Agreeing with Nozick implies agreeing with the Nuremberg 
principle. 

Important legal argument advanced against the Bill in that it introduces an element of retrospective 
legislation, not in the sense that it would make illegal acts which were perfectly legal when 
committed whilst they were not in any use, but in the sense of bringing those who allegedly 
committed them under the juristiction of U.K. courts as explained at the beginning of this article. 
There is no question that this involves an element of retrospective legislation, but one which is 
sanctioned by European and U.N. Human Rights conventions. 

According to The Times of 20.3.90 "one of the reasons put forward for prosecuting alleged war 
criminals now is the benefrt that would come from refeshing the public memory of those fearful 
times. The Times rightly notes that maybe a legitimate "political and educational objective [but] 
not a judicial one". As argued earlier, provided the necessary and sufficent judicial conditions are 
satisfied we should have no qualms about proceeding with the trials, even though they may invoke 
all roots of emotional responses in different people. The same many be said about the fear, or the 
warning, expressed during the House of Lords debate that war crimes trials risked stirring up anti
semistism in this country (see Cesarani, op. cit). 

I have argued that there appears to be not good reasons which should induce us to adopt a more 
tolerant, lenient and forgiving attitude to war crimes than we adoptto ordinary criminals. However, 
no less a person than Winston Churchill, as he then was speaking of war crimes proposed on 
28.10.48 in the House of Commons that we "draw the sponge across the crimes and horrors of 
the past", which he certainly did not propose for ordinary crimes. There are at least two differences 
between ordinary crimes and those at which the Bill is aimed, which I have not discussed so far. 

Punishment of the guilty is intended to deter others from committing criminal acts as well as to 
deter the guilty from repeating them. Ordinary crimes, like taxes, are always with us in a society 
like ours; although there is much disagreement about the best way to deter ordinary crimes, few 
people suggest that we can dispense with policies aimed at deterring them. By contrast, the kinds 
of crimes I am discussing are not always with us; they occur from time when they are projected 
and encouraged by governmental bodies. Is it plausible to claim that the incidence of such crimes 
would be reduced if their perpetrators thought they would be punished? I cannot answer this 
question and content myself with the following observations: in Germany those who participated 
in these crimes made strenuous efforts to avoid punishment, which does not suggest that the 
meting out of punishment would work in the wrong way, i.e. increase the incidence ofthese crimes 
- while, unlike ordinary crimes, war and related crimes are not always with us, they did not stop 
with the end of Second World War, but continue to this day, which reinforces the previous point. 
Would it not have been more desirable had people like Idi Armin, Pol Pot, torturers in South 
America etc, been tried somewhere instead of having been allowed to go scot free and to continue 
to live in luxury? 

Those who have committed crimes are often confined to prison because, if released, they might 
again commit crimes. In this respect there seems to be a difference between those who commit 
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ordinary as against war crimes. Ordinary criminals are probably more often habitual criminalsthan 
are people who committed war crimes. so on that count there seems no use for committing them 
to jail. This perhaps helps to explain the frequently bitter resentment of the families and friends 
of people, often model citizens, broughtto trial for war crimes. However, this same argumentcould 
be used against punishing most of those who commit murder within the family in this country. 

It seems then that taking into account considerations of deterrence need not alter my earlier 
conclusions that we should judge the merits of bringing people to trial for war crimes in the same 
way as we judge the merits of bringing anyone to trial. 

One final point: it has been suggested that the motive for introducing the legal changes in Canada 
which made the prosecution of war criminals possible, were earlier revelations of the "inherent 
antisemitism" of the pre-war Canadian government which in turn resulted in a " ... measure of 
collective notional guilt and a desire to atone" (The Independent 30.12.89). I have not come across 
analogous suggestions regarding this country. However judging by the public reaction to the trials 
in Canada (The Independent, 30.12.89) it would be unwise to expect the kind of media coverage 
which Leon Uris got in 1963 when the late Dr. Dering (note the absence of any "h") sued Uris for 
Libel. 
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by Susan Bermange 

Section IV 

MY TRIP TO POLAND-OCTOBER 1989 

The author is the daughter ofMarie and Bob 
Obuchowski 

When my father asked me to go to Poland with him, my initial reaction was to refuse. I did not 
want to re-live his horrific experiences with him and I could not understand why he should want 
to return yet again. 'The second generation should see where we all came from' he said, 'before 
it is too late and none of us are here to take you back'. 
His words stuck firmly in my mind and I thought perhaps the day would come when I would want 
to go back to my roots, maybe with my own children. and he would not be here to show me the 
way. 

So, some eight weeks later it was with great trepidation that I said good-bye to my family, secure 
in the knowledge that I would see them again in four days' time, and set off on my journey back 
in time. When dad had said good-bye to his loved ones it was to be forever. 

On arrival in Warsaw we drove to the Forum Hotel. The city looked very drab and people were 
queing for food just as the news reports here were showing. There were no shortages of food in 
the hotel's restaurant. In fact, the choice amazed me. Dad and I ate very well whilst the Poles were 
hungryforfood. Small justice I 

The next morning we drove to the old synagogue with a Lulav and Etrog we had brough from 
London. A gift from one Jewish community to another. We then went on to the Warsaw Ghetto 
and the monumentto the Warsaw Uprising. 

Lodz was our next stop. Dad had been in the Ghetto and as we walked through he told me stories 
of his time there. Some I had heard before, but they became more real as we stood in the street 
where he once lived. 

His family actually came from Ozorkow and our return to his home town was an emotional 
experience. The actual house is not stsnding anymore, only the garden remains. Dads neighbour 
is still alive, saw us and invited us into his home. When his wife met me she started shrieking and 
embracing me. Dad explained that I resembled his brother and this brought back memories to her. 
I was told how dad used to climb over the fence and play in her garden and how close the two 
families had been. She kept telling dad that there was nothing she could have done to help when 
the Germans came and how sorry she was. . 

We left their house and went to dad's school and Cheder. The town had hardly changed and as 
dad told me more about his childhood he invoked memories, some happy and some very sad, 
which were easy to share as we stood there together. 

Dad's parents actually perished at Chelmno. We had a long car jouney ahead of us and we reached 
Chelmno at dusk. As we walked to the monument, dad tried to tell his parents that he had brought 
their grandchild tothem and by this time I felt numb. I could not even cry when he said Kaddish. 

I felt cold and very tired when we returned to the hotel. However, I knew that all I had seen and 
heard that day was just a build-up tothe ultimate horror of Auschwitz. 

We flew to Krakow and spent the morning shopping for souvenirs in the old city. We had coffee 
and cakes in a lovely coffee shop and acted like tourists forthe first time during our trip. 

In sharp contrast, our afternoon at Auschwitz was a harrowing experience. We arrived at Birkenau, 
the train depot where dad was parted from his sister. We made our way to the barracks and went 
inside. As we stood by one of the bunks, dad explained what his life had been like here. We took 
photographs, but what I saw will remain imprinted in my mind. 
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We proceeded to the main camp and as we walked through the gates I had the feeling that it was 

• • • 
all so familiar. I dont know whether this is because of the stories I have been told or from books • 
and television. 

• Unbelievably, the camp is now a tourist attraction and there were coach loads of people there. We 
did not go to the museum or see the film that was showing. I suspect that this would have been • 
too difficult for both of us. 

• We spent our visit walking around the camp, dad telling me how he managed to survive, and then 
we went to the Jewish barracks and he said Kaddish for his sister. We then walked back through • 
thegatesand left. 

I felt very sad, yet atthe same time happy that I agreed to accompany my father on this trip. I know • 
it made him so happy, especially when he took me to the place where his parents and his sister • 
had been murdered. 

I would urge you, the 'second generation', to accompany your parents on a visit to the place of • 
their birth. I'm certainly glad that I choseto do so. • 
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by Barry Davis 

Section V 

RETURNTOAHRENSBOK 

The author is lecturer in history at Ealing 
Col/ege of Higher Education, where he teaches 
modem German history and elements of 
Jewish History. He is particularly interested in 
the Holocaust, teaches Yiddish at the Spiro 
Institute and has had many standing 
associations with several members of our 
Society. 

It was a cold, grey afternoon in April 1989 when Sam Pivnick and I arrived in Hamburg. The last 
time Sam had been here was 44 years before, when the end of his captivity had come, only a few 
days before the general German capitalation of May 8th 1945. Uke many of his fellow prisoners 
- Jews and non-Jews - his captors had not been able to let go, even when they were faced with 
total defeat. Rather than letting them fall into the hands of the Allies, many were sent to their deaths 
in Lubeck Bay. A few days later they might have been free. Now Sam was to take part in a film 
about those events, and I had been asked along to give moral support. 

Sam was born in Bedzin, in Polish Silesia, in 1928. All his family except one brother Nathan, died 
in Auschwitz. Sam had quickly picked up the skills of a bricklayer, and had somehow managed to 
survive. He was in two minds as to whether to go on this trip. After all, it was suggested to him, 
so much had been said about the Shoah. Yes, the victims had had their say, but 'they' would write 
the history as it suited 'them' anyway. Already the so-called 'Revisionists' were trying to prove that 
the 6 millions were not really killed. So we're all liars then? What would you achieve? The pain 
of opening up old wounds, and for whose benefit? To have to step on their treyfe soil. Better carry 
on with your own life. Yet there was something in Sa m, a sense of duty, not quite discharged, a 
belief that was itself very Jewish, in tl;le need to tell future generations and, of course, the desire 
to get back at his former captor, ex-SS Oberscharfiihrer Max Schmidt, even to be able to confront 
him face to face. Above all there"was the feeling that justice ought to be done. Schmidt had been 
an assistant to Hauptscharfiihrer Otto Moll, the overseer of the crematorium at Auschwitz, and he 
was later commandant of the coal production unit at FOrstengrube supplying the industrial 
complex at Buna, which was owned by his father-in-law. Schmidt had never been broughtto justice 
for his crimes and was now living in comfort in Neu-Gleisau, near Ahrensbiik, in Schleswig
Holstein. 

He had escaped the courts, first immediately after the war, according to rumour, with the help of 
'his' Jews, 'Mendele der Shuster' (his private shoemaker) - Mendel Dawidowicz, who came from 
a shtetl near Lodz, and Fritz Bauer, a Viennese Jew, both of whom had evidently 'vouched' for him. 
Both are now apparently living in the United States. 30 years later, he again escaped the courts. 
A case had been drawn up against him by the prosecuting authorities of the state of Schleswig
Holstein, only to be dropped because of alleged insufficent cause and evidence. A local historian, 
Gerhard Hoch, had taken an interest in the case. Hoch was born in 1923 in Alveslohe, just north 
of Hamburg. His parents were fervent Nazis- Schleswig-Holstein was a particularly strong area 
of Nazi support before 1933-and he became an enthusiastic member of the Hitler Youth in 1933. 
A soldier during the war, he saw his whole world collapse in 1945. Three years spent in England 
introduced him to a world of ideas and discussion which he had hitherto not known. This, together 
with an increased commitment to Christianity, made him determined to combat any traces of 
Nazism in Germany, whether it be anti-semitism, hostility to the Gastarbeiterorfailureto prosecute 
war criminals. He had made contact with many of those who had made depostions against 
Schmidt, when the case was being prepared. Now Bernd Janssen, an editor-journalist with the Kiel 
branch of the Norddeutscher Rundfunk was interested in making a film about the case against 
Schmidt. Even if the state had dropped the case, at least the public, particularly young people, 
should know about it. Of the many potential witnesses whom Hoch contacted, only Sam and Moritz 
(Moyshe) Koopman, an Amsterdam Jew and ex-Merchant sea captain, who had lost his parents 
and other members of his family at Auschwitz, were prepared to come and be filmed. 
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True to the cinematic nature of our trip, Sam and I were welcomed with whirring cameras as we 
crossed the barriers in Hamburg airport. All of those with whom we were to spend virtually all of 
the next three days were present- Moritz, Gerhard Hoch, Bernd Janssen and the three young film 
technicians from the NOrddeutscher Rundfunk . That afternoon and evening at Gerhard Hoch's 
house, where we were staying, we discussed what must have been discussed by us and by them 
countless times before - why was Hitler able to come to power and take such a 'civilized' nation 
on the road to bestiality. Each gave his view, including the three young technicians. Tinged with 
a lingering sense of guilt, they were all too aware of their own uncertain heritage, but were 
determined that their Germany would be something quite different. And then tsum takhlis, the 
practicalities of the following day's filming were discussed. 

As we arrived on the quay at Lubeck, atthe junction of the Trave River and the Elbe-Lubeck Canal, 
a sharp, cold wind was blowing. Hardly tha weather of April, and it seemed that the winter had 
returned with us, as if sensing the bleak tale we now had to tell. The majestic gothic spires of the 
Hanseatic city of the Buddenbrooks loomed in the background. And, like the prisoners 44 years 
previously, we were to only glance atthe city from the distance. 

Sam and Moritz told the story of how they had got to Lubeck and then Ahrensbok. Schleswig
Holstein was the last stage in a long journey which had begun in January 1945, in flight from the 
advancing Russians. Schmidt force-marched his prisoner"slaves from the camp at Furstengrube 
near Gleiwitz (Gliwice) in Silesia on a ten days' journey to Tormalin in the Harz Mountains, some 
30 kilometeres from Nordhausen. There they worked for several monthes in the mines. In the 
spring of 1945, with the approach ofthe Western Allies, the prisoners were marched to Magdeburg 
where they arrived on 10th April. Then came a week's journey, packed on open barges down the 
Elbe from Magdeburg, and thence along the Elbe-LObeck Canal to Lubeck, where they eventually 
arrived. From Lubeck they were marched to Schmidt's home village near Ahrensbok where they 
were quartered in various barns in the area; they were to perform labour services for Schmidt and 
his neighbours. 

With the Reich in complete ruins, it was clear to all except the fanantical members ofthe SS, that 
the game was up. When one of the prisoners became emboldened enough to suggest to a local 
farmer that perhaps now at least he might give him some reasonable food, Schmidt ordered him 
to be shot for "attempted intimidation". A group of the SS began cutting down the trees on the 
road leading into Ahrensbok, so as to hamper the allies' advance. Some of the local population 
protested. Were they at last moved to revolt against the fanaticism of the SS, or was it that they 
feared that if the Allies found their path blocked, they would start shooting, and destroy their town 1 

Finally, as the Allied troops approached, the prisoners, mostly Jews, were marched to the port of 
Neustadt. Those prisoners, including the Jews, who were nationals of Western countries, were 
separated from the rest. Moritz, a Dutch citizen, went with them, and they were handed over to 
the Red Cross at a barn overlooking the SOseler See, near Neustadt. The rest ofthe prisoners were 
to be put onto ships. 

Sleet began to fall as we stood filming on the quay at Neustadt. Almost shivering, Sam began to 
describe what had happened on 213 May 1945, when about 17,000 prisoners were transferred to 
3 ships - the Deutschland, the Kap Arcona and the Athen , so as to keep them from the Allies. 
Though none of the three ships were seaworthy, they were ordered to sail into Lubeck Bay. At the 
same time Allied aircraft, which had been bombing retreating German soldiers, circled over the 
Bay and with grotesque irony, attacked the ships. The Deutschland and the Kap Arcona were sunk, 
with the loss ofabout 12,000 persons. Sam, who had been on the Kap Arcona, managed to survive, 
in spite of German torpedo boat attacks, by clinging to a square liferaft and drifting inland. The 
war was all but over. The Allies had taken the area and on 8th May came the general German 
capitulation. Sam returned to Neustadt, and shortly afterwards his brother Nathan, who was in 
Konstanz, managed to trace him. He came to Neustadt, and the two of them returned to Konstanz, 
from where they eventually came to Britain. 
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On the last day offilming, together withSam Pivnick, we stood before a stone etched with the name 
of Max Schmidt, which had been set in front of his comfortable and substantial farm. For Sam this 
'confrontation' with Schmidt had been the central point of his journey. Schmidt's daughter-in-law 
came out with their dog. "Herr Schmidt", she informed us, was "not at home". And there, as if 
confronting his former gaoler "murderer and war criminal SS Oberscharfiihrer MaxSchmidt," and 
accusing him to his own face, Sam told us of Schmidt's murderous progress during the war from 
Auschwitz to Fiirstengrube, from Tormalin to Liibeck and finally here, murdering even in the very 
last days ofthewar. 

Wandering around the immediate area of the farm, we came across a German woman who, as 
a young girl fleeing with her family from the Russians, had been billeted in a part of Schmidt's 
house at the end of the war. She remembered some of the prisoners, and Sam remembered her 
elder sister. Sam asked her about a German family, whom he particularly remembered as having 
been kind to some of the prisoners. Oh yes, she had known them, but they had moved away "long 
ago". They reminisced with some warmth, of 'times gone by', for her bitter-sweet, for Sam only 
painful. "Oh, how the memory plays tricks on you", she sighed. Afterwards, when she learned of 
the purpose of our filming, and out of Sam's hearing, her attitude soured: "We suffered so much 
attheend of the war you know. Why do they always have to bring upthesameoldthing?" 

, 

The place where the SS had cut down the trees was on the way from Schmidt's farm to Ahrensbiik, 
and we stopped, so that Moritz, who had witnessed the incident, could tell it on film. Just down 
the road there is now a petrol station. Seeing us, the manager of the petrol station, a jovial tall and 
burly man, smiled and proudly brandished a new poster which triumphantly announced the 
extension of his opening hours: "Jetzt geoffnet 7.00 Uhr bis 22.00 Uhr." And what were we doing7 
"That again, always that". The smile vanished. "All these stories about the prisoners, the killings. 
It's all untrue, you know. I was here atthe end of the war, and I can tell you, there were no prisoners 
around". He had, hetold us, been ten years old at the time. He was off to get his camera. He filmed 
us, we filmed him. A cinematic encounter par excellence. 

"Why are you people filming, it's all Kwatsch you know,. Why do you people have to keep on 
returning to the same thing. Why don't you talk about the great things that happened in German 
history, why keep harping on this thing. Forget it. We suffered you know, before the war, during 
the war, after the war. I know, I was a Volksdeutscher, from Poland. They attacked us, we had to 
defend ourselves. And now all those Poles want to come here. Well I say send them back. You 
should go back as well". 

Sam replied that though he had been born in Poland, he could not go back there after the war 
because of the anti-semitism. "Ah, the Jews, always in trouble, always making trouble. Yes maybe 
they hated the Jews there and here, nothing new in that, but I ask you, why does everyone hate 
the Jews. I'll tell you they always make trouble, they killed Christ ..• " 

Now who's harping on the past - and much longer ago, too •.. "You Jews, you always cause 
wars, wherever you are. Look at today, no end of wars in the middle East. There will always be 
wars, always be trouble in the world, until the Jews •.. " I didn't quite catch the last phrase, but 
I could well imagine what it probably was" ... bis die Juden ausgerottet seln werden". The 
conversation had reached its full cycle, and we returned to Ahrensbiik. 

Moritz wanted to lay some flowers on the graves of unknown prisoners of war who had been killed 
in the area, and so we wenttothe camatery. We asked the caretaker where the graves were. "Immer 
wieder, nur die Kz-Iersl" He showed us the place. "The war, yes, a difficult time for us all. I myself 
was captured. A prisoner of war in Italy. Terrible food, I can never forget the terrible food, Spaghetti, 
all the time spaghetti, awful. And that green cheese. Even today, I can't abide it. My little grandson, 
he loves it, they do today, you know, but I can't bear it. Difficult times, yes, difficult times". We 
looked atthe graves. Thare was a single stone to cover them all: 

UnserTod war ein Unrecht (Our death was unjust) 
6 unbekannte KZ Hilftlinge (6 unknown concentration camp prisoners) 
Den Lebenden zur Mahnung (A reminder for-future generations) 
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After that day's encounters the urgency of that epitaph seemed even clearer. Much emotion, so 
it had seemed, had been discharged, but despite this, or perhaps because of it, the group had 
become unsettled. Somehow we had become infected by that which we sought to contain. The 
anger of the past had become the hatred of the present. Moritz bitterly attacked the land of 
Germany, and the sound technician rose to its defence. "It's my home there's good and bad here, 
like any other place". Moritz clung to his feeling, and a sense of division grew within the group. 
But surely we still had our common purpose, something to do with history and justice? 

Justice? Despite noble proclamations, despite acres of print, despite endless testimonies, the 
murderers had still managed to elude it. Schmidt was still sitting in his comfortable farmhouse. 
Could we really affect anything, could we really add anything? Are we really doing anything other 
than beating ourselves, exhausting ourselves? 

But Bernd Jannsen had a keen eye for his public: "It is difficult to get people to watch an old film, 
but if you make a new one, which speaks to them, here and now, they will watch, they will listen. 
That's all. It has to be done again and again. that's the way it is". 

Sam turned to me. ''You've been sitting silently. What do you think?" I'd listened, observed, 
absorbed for three days. Yes, I had read my books, had seen countless films about the Holocaust, 
had talked to survivors about it. Yet, having had no direct experience of it, the reality of it somehow 
had eluded me. It is just that problem of how to trasmit certain types of experience that are beyond 
anything which we ourselves have encountered. Reliving those experiences of 44 years ago with 
the two survivors, in those very same physical places, had brought an access to a reality which 
was not so dependant on words. For me personally, the involvementwith the film had to be wholly 
worthwhile, partly for what I myself had learnt, and partly for what I would be able to transmit to 
my students as a teacher of history. Perhaps this film would assist in some of the younger 
generation in Germany. I'm not sure that we always learn the lessons of history. Perhaps this film 
would assist in some way in the process of justice, perhaps it could have an impact on some of 
the younger generation in Germany. I'm not sure that we always learn the lessons of history very 
effectively, we often hear, but we do not always listen. Still, some attempt must be made. In any 
case is it not bearing witness to those who did not survive to remember. I remembered Emmanuel 
Ringelblum with his determination to preserve the records of the Warsaw Ghetto, and I remember 
the very last words ofthe historian Shimon Dubnow as the Germans shot him in 1941 - Farshraybl 
(record itl) 

As our plane left Hamburg airport, Sam's feeling's were mixed. The risk had been that he would 
have been engulfed by the bitter memories of the past and that the reawakened anger would be 
too disruptive. At times that threat had seemed to be looming. Still, tired and drained, he had come 
through once more. He had done what he had been able to and he had discharged his duty. The 
account had been rendered. 

Postscript 
Bernd Jannsen's film was shown on May 8th, 1989, the anniversary of the German capitulation. 
Rather than concentrate on the direct evidence provided in the interviews with Sam and Moritz, 
much of the film was taken up with interviews with local people in the areas we had visited. They 
were asked to give their views on how far society should continue to remember these events from 
the past. Given the context in which the interviews were placed, I wondered whatherthe film could 
really have had the effect that Bernd Jannsen had claimed to seek and for which Gerhard Hoch 
had hoped. 
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STUDYING THE HOLOCAUST WITH THE AID OFAGEOGRAPHERS AELDTRlP 

by Dr. A. Charlesworth The author is lecturer, in Geography at 
Liverpool University. The reasons which 
prompted him to be so kind as to contribute an 
article for our Journal and for putting the 
article into this section emerge clearly from the 
article itself. 

In recent years there have been signs in Britain that Holocaust studies are growing in importance 
within universities. The Centre for Holocaust Studies has been established at the University of 
Leicester and the history of the Holocaust as a course has made its appearance in the history 
syllabus of at least two British university departments~ This year thec University of Uverpool 
became the first academic institution to teach the subject of the Holocaust within the syllabus of 
a geography degree. What is more, this course is unique in Holocauststudies throughout the world 
in that it is the firstto have included a field based component in Poland itself. 

Ben Helfgott, Chairman of the British Yad Vashem Charitable Trust and a Holocaust survivor 
himself and I led a party of twenty three final year Honours students to Poland for an eight day 
field course in Iste March and early April this year. Places visited were Warsaw, Lodz, Piotrkow, 
Lublin, Zamosc, Szczebrzeszyn and Krakow and the death camps of Treblinka, Majdanek and 
Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

The field component was part of a course on 'The geography of Hitler's 1000 year Reich'. It was 
thought important thst the Holocaust needed to be sat in thst wider context before the students 
wentto Poland and the preceding lectures had centred around the following themes: 

1. the position of Jews within the geography of ethnicity, nationalism and nationalist rivalry in 
Europe 1800-1939 

2. the German perceived need for Lebensraum that sprang from late nineteenth imperialist 
expansionary ideology and the New Order of the Third Reich as an extrapolation of that older 
political desire 

3. how the New Order was to involve demographic and social hygene policies that only 
totalitarian states like Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia could execute and how the Jewish 
Holocaust in the case of the Nazis would not have been unique but the prototype for the .reshaping 
ofthe population and cultural geography of Europe following the Nazis's victory. 

The purpose of teaching the Holocaust in this way were threefo!d: 

1) The Holocaust as executed policy is so difficult to comprehend that to visit the sites of the 
ghettoes, the labour camps and the deeth camps is not simply a pilgrimage, it is an ettempt 
to locate, as exactly as those sites and imagination are able, in George Steiner's words 'the 
measure of unknowing, indifference, complicity, commission which relates the 
contemporary or survivor to the slain.· .. ' and the relations of both to us. 'To make oneself 
concretely aware that the "solution" was not "final", that it spills over into our present lives, 
is the only but compelling reason for forcing oneself .. .' to go back, or perhaps, forward into 
the non-world of the sealed ghetto and extermination camp'. 
But once having located and made concrate innumerable questions spring to mind. How 
could the secret be kept once the death camps were set on their horrific tasks? They were not 
in the middle of trackless forests. They were in a number of cases set within populated areas. 
Peasant farmers watched Jews go to their deaths in the Treblinka gas chambers. One can 
stand in those same fields today and be literally less than a stone's throw from what was the 
inner perimeter fence of the camp. The obscene complex of Auschwitz Birkenau-Monowitz 
embraced the town ofOswiecim and ifs labour camps stretched out into the heartofindustrial 
Silesia. Questions of who knew and what Poles did or did not, do take on a sharpness that 
is almost unbearable once you place yourself there. 
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2) There are the questions of the landscapes of memorial. Because of the variation in the stages 
of completion of the Nazis' extermination programme and the varying speed of their retreat 
in 1944-45' each death camp presents a different face, from the anonymity and ambiguity of 
Chelmno to the vast expanse of partially demolished and extsnt buildings at Auschwitz
Birkenau. How are these landscapes to record for posterity their unique histories? The 
Carmelite convent at Auschwitz illustrates one side of the coin - the tension between 
Christians and Jews overthe sacredness and profanity of such sites of mass murder. But also 
underlines the other side - the attempt to preserve the camps as they were - a dilemma 
as decay and nature inexorably take their toll on the sites. Nature is already starting to reclaim 
the crematoria at Birkenau. Surely the use of herbicides there would be an abhorrence; At 
Lodz they are still discussing marking with commemorative plaques and monuments the 
wartime ghetto, a ghetto second only in size to Warsaw. At Lublin this has already been done 
and with some care and accuracy including a commemorative map of the ghetto. These 
landscapes whose importance will grow immeasurably once the survivors are dead are not 
unambiguous. In the highly charged political atmosphere of post war Poland they have often 
become 'idols of remembrance'. Moreover these past landscapes and their associated 
memorials need to be viewed in the context of the present landscape and built forms if such 
complexities and ambiguities are to be made apparent. It is only in the last fIVe years, 
however, that part of the Warsaw ghetto has been commemorated - the path from the 
Umschlagplatz - the point of deportation to the death camps -to the Rappaport monument 
to the Warsaw Ghetto and the 1943 uprising. But only part of the ghetto is marked out, as 
at Lodz, so in Warsaw post war housing schemes dominate the present townscape where the 
ghetto was situated. 

3) There are another set of landscapes equally important but in greater danger of being 
forgotten, the landscapes of pre war Polish Jewry: the Jewish quarters and 'stetels' are the 
landscapes of Jewish life and culture that existed in Poland for over 70 years. Standing in what 
was one of the main squares of Piotrkow and looking at the shops and apartments above, 
one can get some way towards capturing something of that vitality, that creativity, that 
enterprise which was Polish Jewry at its bestthrough over 40 years of communist decay make 
the leap of the imagination. You can also see the elements of social and spatial segregation 
that led Poles to say that they had the streets and the Jews had the buildings. Yet where are 
the commemorative plaques that Jews once traded here, lived here, worshipped here? Once 
the survivors are gone who will be able to people those streets, shops, homes, synagogues 
again? And whilst the survivors remain the buildings and the streets are an aide memoire to 
the many who are lost. In his home town Ben Helfgott found where buildings had been torn 
down he could no longer people those particular places. Poland can be regarded in that sense 
as once vast cemetery of stones mutely crying out to remember those who Iiv!3d amongst 
them. They are at once landscapes of life and landscapes of death and exile becausethey are 
for the vast majority the only tombstones of the victims of the Holocaust and the only 
memorials to the exiles of the post war Polish antisemitic outbursts. As the new Polish 
government seeks to put Polish-Jewish relations on a new footing, the scale of that task can 
be gauged when one maps out these countless, unmarked communites. As both Poles and 
Jews seek to mark out, as surely they must, what was lost, the onus of remembrance~and 
memory must fall as much on those Poles, who are now in their sixties, as on the survivors. 
Once Poles of that generation understand and are prepared to help interpret these past 
landscapes then there will be hope for a new start to Polish-Jewish relations. Taking a party 
of non Jewish English students to Poland to study the history and historical geography of 
Poles and Polish Jews in the period and during the Nazi occupation makes it clear that the 
goal of a common European home will only be realised through peoples exploring something 
of other people's past, be that other people, in our case, 1000 miles away or in the case of 
the Poles in their own back yard. For all European peoples, as we found, that confrontation 
with the past will be a painful experience. 
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Section VI 

A REPORT ON THE 14th 
LEONARD G. MONTEFlORE MEMORIAl. LECTURE 1990 

Delivered atthe Stern Hall on Thursday, 8th February 1990 

His Honour Israel Finestein, a.C. a Vice-President of the Boardof Deputies, delivered the 14th 
annual Leonard Monteflore Memorial Lecture. His subject was Jewish immigration into Britain 
between 1933 and 1948 and its effect upon the Jewish community. The speaker, who was born 
in Yorkshire, drew on his personal recollections of people and events. 

By comparison with the established JewiSh community, the newcomers according to the speaker 
tended to be more ideologically minded in their approach to communaL affairs. In due course this 
had a marked influence, especially in the development of Zionist thinking and Jewish culturellife 
generally, including the advance in Jewish day-school education. The immigrants had a 
considerable impact upon the intensification of Jewish life, both on the "right" and the "left" of 
the religious spectrum. 

Judge Finestein examined the character and role of such divers figures as Isidor Grunfeld of the 
London Beth Din, Leo Baeck, Alexander Altmann of Manchester, and Alfred Wiener, the creator 
of the famous library. Among the organisations whose significance he assessed were the Jacob 
Erllch Society and the Leo Baeck Lodge of the Bnai Brith. The former body was founded in 1942 
and for some years was a veritable Jewish adult education centre. Its principal founder was Franz 
Rudolf Bienenfeld, the Viennese lawyer and historian who was a leading figure in the World Jewish 
Congress and played a prominent part in the preparation of the Jewish claim for German 
reparations. 

Bienenfeld was a leading member of the group of German and Central European immigrants who 
sought to increase the participation of the "refugee" organisations in the policy-making 
deliberations within the Jewish community especially concerning immigration and the welfare of 
immigrants. 

At the Board of Deputies and in the synagogal life and the community the impact of the 
immigration was soon felt in debate. The speaker recalled that at the Board the effect was often 
in the direction of more organised Zionist action, with which the Zionist religious wing of the 
German Jews was frequently associated as exemplified by men such· as Aba Bomstein. The 
immigrsnts had none of the older Angle-Jewish deference to the inherited regime of "Victorian" 
communal government. 

The immigration, which totalled about 60,000 Jews, was in marked contrast with the far larger 
entry of Jews from Eastern Europe around the turn of the century. While it would be a mistake 
to generalise, the German and Central European immigration, for many historical reasons, tended 
to be more middle class and Westernised than the earlier arrivals had been. 

The lecturer referred to the substantial contribution made by the new immigrants to British public 
life in the sciences, the arts, manufacture and business. 

Mr. Ben Helfgott opened the well-attended proceedings. Mr. A1an Monteflore presided over the 
lecture and Miss Joan Stiebel proposed the vote of thanks. 
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Section VII 

OBITUARIES 

MENACHBN FRElKORN 
Menachein came to England in 1945 with the Windermere trensport and later went to Manchester where 
he lived in the Singleton Road Hostel which was run by the Mizrachi organization. At a young age he 
showed a great intereat in Israel and consequently joined the Bachad Kibutz in Thaxted. In 1948 he 
emigrated to Israel with A1iva Bet and became a founder member of Kibutz Labi. He met and married Zvia 
and they were blessed with a son and daughter. Menachein will be greatly missad by his wife children and 
grand children and his early death will be a great loss to all who knew him. 

ChariesShane 

LOLA HAHN·WARBURG 
After a long and protracted illness, bravely bome, Mrs. Lola Hahn·Warburg died aged 88. She devoted much 
of her life to the welfare of children and was the moving spirit of the Save the Children and Youth A1iyah 
movements. Mrs Hahn was one of the triumvirate-together with Leonard G. Montelfiore and Mrs. Naville 
Bland - who headed the committee for tha Care of Children from the Concantration Camps. which was 
responsible for arranging our arrival and care in England in 1945. She took a particular interest In those 
who needed medical care and attention and was a frequent visitor to Quare-Mead and personally involved 
with the running of some of the Hostels. 
After the dissolution of the Hostels she continued to take an active interest in our progress and was a guest 
at our Reunion for many years - prevanted from attending only by daclining health. In one of her many 
letters of thanks to our Society for being her hosts, she wrote: "I admire how you all made your way in 
life and since years contribute funds to causes close to your hearts". 
On vet another occasion, the 30th Anniversary of our Liberation, she wrote: I was moved by the spirit of 
brotherhood. I feel deeply your dedication and your deep gratitude that a miracle saved you all. 
Coming home last night, I looked through your brochure and read all the tributes and feel that when I cast 
my mind back over those 30 years, it was that noble personality of Robbin Montelfiore and Oscar Friedman 
with whom I worked so closely, who guided you all. 
I feel so often in life, that when you give you receive, last night the few of us who were there 30 years ago, 
received in abundance". 
Lola Hahn-Warburg has won our abiding affection and we shall forever remain grateful for her compassion 
and devotion to us. 

Ben Helfgott 

ABIEHERMAN 
Abie Herman died on April 22 1989, aged 58. He had been struck down by an incurable disease of which 
he was fully aware and which ha bore stoically, with fortitude and courage. 
Abie joined his brother David in England in 1947 with the help of the Cantrel British Fund. he soon came 
under the tutelage of Dr. Friedman, the "Ginger One", who by then had moved to Buns' Court from 
Wintershill Hall. 
Abie made rapid Scholastic progress and was admitted to Plaistow Grammar School where he took his 
Matriculation. He went on to study architecture atthe Hammersmith School of Architecture. 
Abie was a determined and competitive young man. Soon after finishing at the Hammersmith School of 
Architecture he showed his independence of mind by setting up his own business in which he did well. 
His interests were not confined to his business, he was a keen chess player and participated in many chess 
toumaments. His greatest love was music and he became an accomplished pianist, having played at the 
Wigmore and Toynbee Halls. Those who knew him well thought that, had he been-able simply to follow 
his inclinations, he would have devoted himself to the persuit of mucic, although he was also much 
interested in other art forms such as printing and Objets d'art. 
Abie was a rather private person who confined his social relations largely to his family and his four children, 
two sons and two daughters. Shortly before his death he expressed his satisfaction at the prospect of dying 
with the knowledge that his children had made a good start in life. 

Ben Helfgott 

It is with great pride that we remember our dear Uncle Abe. He fought the battle against Cancer with 
tremendous strength of character and without bittemess. 
Our Father's dearest chess companion, the two of them spent every Sunday evening huddled together over 
a chessboard, oblivious to everything but the cups of coffee and cake provided by our mother. Those chess 
sessions were a part of our lives. 
As well as bri.1ging up his own 4 children he was always there to help and advise us, his niaces and 
nephews, espacially in matters conceming property and architecture. 
Our uncIa Abe was an unassuming, sensitive man, who led a very private life in which he pursued his 
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passion for the Arts, his passionate interests ranged from opera, classical music and his graat love of the 
piano, to his personal collection of beautiful paintings and artefacts, some of which he chose to pass on 
to us. 
Most of all he was a lovely man and a special uncle, and he is greatly missed by us all and will remain 
in our memories forsver. 

Charles, Rosalind, Julia and Paul 
The stone-setting for Abie Herman will take place on Sunday, 20th May 1990 at 15.45 hrs. at Edgwarabury 
lane Cematry, Edgwarbury lane, Edgwara. 

MRJACKKAHAN 
With the untimely passing of Jack Kahan on Shabbat 31 st March 1990, at the age of 61, his family and many 
friends have lost a person whose warmth of personality and exceptionally friendly disposition endeared 
him to all who knew him. 
Bom on 9th March 1929 in Usieevo, Czechoslovakia, he was the youngest of the six children of Yehudah 
and Uba Kahan. In 1938 the family moved to Beregszaz from where, in 1944, he was taken to Auschwitz. 
Subsequentiy he was moved to Buchenwald where he was libarsted in 1945. Soon after arriving in England 
in August 1947 to join his brothers and sisters (all of whom miraculously had survived the Holocaust), he 
volunteered to fight for Israel in the War of Independence and joined the Machal (Mitnadvei Chutz la'aratz) 
with Whom he saw active service in the Gallil throughout the war. 
Afterwards Jack returned to Eng land and in 1951 married his childhood love from home Suri lachmanovic, 
who hersalf had been libarsted from Bergen-Belsen and is the sole survivor of her family. They were 
blessed with two daughters, Deborah and Lorraine, and six grandchildren, all of whom continue in the 
strictiy Orthodox tradition Jack received from his parents and followed all his life. Together with his 
brothers, he built a successful industrial threads business. 
Jack had a great love of life and a spacial affinity for children. A person of impeccable integrity and dignity, 
he fought his short illness with great courage and consideration for all around him. His passing leeves a 
great void amongst all who knew and loved him and he will be sorely missed. 

AronZylberszac 

JUUAN D. LAYTONO.B.E. 

Julian layton, who died at tile age of 85, in July 1985 was one of the last remaining Angle-Jewish leaders 
involved in the efforts before the warto rescue Jews who were being persacuted by the Nazis in Germany. 
He was a stockbroker by profassion, as was 000 Schiff the founder and Chairman of the Jewish Refugee 
Committee. Through him, Julian layton became active in the work for the Refugees, a task which increased 
because of his friendship with the late James de Rothschild who sought his help In getting as many Jewish 
children as possible out of Germany. 
Not only in this work but in many other facets of the whole undertaking, Julian layton took a leading role. 
He helped to establish Richborough training camp; interviewed Jews in Berlin, Frankfort and Vienna, 
wanting to come to this country; and assisting those already here who wished to emigrate to other 
countries. 
With the outbreak of war, Mr. Layton joined the army but, quite soon after was seconded, to the Home 
Office in orderto go out to Australia and sattJe problems caused by the presence of internees there. 
When Mr. Schiff retired as Chairman of the Jewish Refugees Committee, Mr layton succeeded him. 
He was a dedicated worker, a sensitive and interesting human baing and a good friend to those who knew 
him well. 

Joan Stiabel 

JACK KA Y (KRAWlCKI) 
Jack Kay (Krawicki), who died recently, was born in my home town, Lodz. His life story during the war ran 
parallel with my own i.e. Lodz Ghatto and then various camps. He was one of the Windermere "boys" who 
arrived in this country in August 1945. Jack later went to Manchester, then to London and eventually 
emigrsted to the United States. In England he trained to be a pastry-cook and was a very successful 
restauranteur in America. 
. He was always a very popular fallow, a good footballer and very active in the Primrose Club. 
He married, Bella, the girl he met atthe Primrose Club. They divorced in the later years of his life. 
On our visits to New York he always made us very welcoma and extended great hospitality. A call to Jack 
announcing our arrival and he was there at our disposal willing to fulfil our every wish. He had a wonderfully 
happy disposition and I shall always remember his happy, smiling face. 
He had a stroke some years ago from which, unfortunatley, he never completely recovered. He is survived 
by two daughters. 

Aron Zylberszac 
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Section VIII 

BIRTHS: 
in London 

to SALA & BEN NEWTON a grandson 
to BETTY & CHAR liE LEWKOWICZ a granddaughter 
to JEANETTE & ZIGI SHIPPER a granddaughter 
to TAUBA& MEYER CORNEll a granddaughter 
to SOllY IRVING a grandson 
to MALA & MAURICE TRIBICH a granddaughter 
to SYBll & JOE VAN DER VELDE a granddaughter 
to HELEN & JERRYWEGER a grandson 
to DOREEN & HARRYWAJCHANDLER a grandson 
to RENE L1STER a grandson 
to Mr&MrsW. GUTMAN a grandson 

in Manchester 
to SAM &SHEILAGONTARZa grandson -Janua/"y 1989 
to MARION &JACK CYGElMAN another granddaughter -Janua/"y 1989 
to CHARLlE & EDNA IGIElMAN another granddaughter -June 1989 
to SUSAN & PINKY KURNEDZ a granddaughter - September 1989 
to SAM & ELAINE WAlSHAW a granddaughter - October 1989 
to MAYER & LILY BOMSZTYKanother grandson -Jal1ua/"y 1990 
to MIKE &AMELlA FLASZ a granddaughter - Janua/"y 1990 
to MAURICE & MARITA GOlDING a granddaughter- March 1990 

in Israel 
to CAROL & FRANK FARKAS a granddaughter 
to RIFKA & CHAIM EISEN a granddaughter 
to NACHAMA & MENACHEM SYlBERSTEIN a grandson 
to RACHEl & MORDECHAI LEWENSTEIN a granddaughter 

in the U.SA 
to SAM & ElSA ABRAMOWICZ a grandson 

ENGAGEMENTS: 

in London 
STEPHEN, the son of Michelle Pomerance 
RUTH, the daughter ofFloris and Abe Dichter 
MARTIN, the son of Jasmine and Michael Bandel 

in Manchester 
DANIELLE, daughter of Pinky and Susan Kumedz 
JONATHAN, son of Blanche and Sam Laskier 
ESTElLE, daughter of Sam & Hannah Gardner 
MICHElLE, daughter of JerJY and Eunice Parker 
JEREMY, son of Pinky and Susan Kurnedz 

MARRIAGES: 

in London: 
HOWARD, son of SybiJ and Joe Van der Velde 
The daughter of Helen and Jer/"y Weger 

in Manchester 
The daughter of Eric and Jean Hersh 
DARREN, son of Sam and Elaine Walshaw 
DANIELLA, daughter of Pinky and Susan Kumedz 
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RUBY WEDDINGS: 

ADASHANDZENA BULWA-February 1990 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE SECOND GENERAnON 

in London 
GERALD KAYE, son of Sala and Henry Kaye, gained his M.D. and is now a lecturer in the 
Department of Vascular Science atthe University of Leeds. 
LlSA KENDALL, daughter of Vivienne and Kopel Kendal, gained a B.Sc. Hons. (Economics) with 
a 2.1 from Salford University. 

in Manchester 
FARREL, son of Edna and Charlie Igielman, obtained a B.Sc in Physiology 

As usual, the Society wishes a most sincere Mazeltov to all whose particular Simches and 
achievements are recorded above. At the same time we must apologise for any possible errors 
and omissions and infelicities without, however, being able to accept responsibilityforthem. (Ed.) 
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Section IX 

A '45 AID SOCIETY BOOK TO MARKTHE 50th ANNIVERSARY 
OFOURUBERATlON 

At meetings of the Society's Committee proposals were discussed and adopted to publish such 
a book this year to mark the 45th Anniversary of our Liberation. Unfortunately. as some Committee 
Members noted at the time. the proposals were made too late and therefore all of you have 
received copies of the bookl 

Nevertheless. the idea of producing such a book is an excellent one and indeed is supported by 
many members. After all. ours is an interesting Society, in terms of the circumstances which led 
to its creation and the history of its Members, both before and after they came to this country. 
Contributions on these subjects give contributors very wide scope and therefore there should be 
no shortage of them. As noted in Section 11, some members have recently had practice in thinking 
and talking about their histories and all they need do is to put pen to paper ortheir fingers to the 
word processor. This advice is not confined to those who gave interviews for the Imperial War 
Museum. Should any member consider writing a contribution for such a book and wishes to 
discuss it, the Editor is always willing to offer suggestions, although he does not suffer from any 
illusions about his litererytalent. 

The main points to draw to members' attention now are two: a) that we very much want to publish 
such a book and b) that, unless the book Is ready for publication. I.e. the manuscript Is In a form 
In which It can be submitted to the printers. not later than June 1994. it will be impossible to 
publish the book in time to appear in May 1995. Members are therefore urged to start to think 
immediately about writing contributions. speak to friends and urge them to do so and, as soon 
as anything is written, send itto the Editorwho has been asked to edit the book Jante de Mleux. 

THE HOLOCAUST AND THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR HISTORY 

Members may have read in the national press that the National Curriculum History Working Group 
first recommended thatthe Second World War and thus the Holocaust be excluded from the history 
syllabus. This proposal provoked protests from various quarters, including our Society. 

The Working Group'sfinal report has now appeared and it recommendsthatthe "era of the Second 
World War, 1933 " 1948, be included", and explicit mention is given to the Holocaust, including 
guidelines for its teaching. 

In recent years some of our members have spoken in schools with great effect about their 
experiences. As was reported in this Journal teachers have much appreciated the contributions 
of our members and the call on our services from this quarter is likely to increase, because of the 
development discussed in this entry. 

"CHASING SHADOWS" 
A film written and presented by Hugo Gryn and produced by Naomi Gryn 

On Tuesday, 3rd April some members of our Society were privileged to havt;l been able to see this 
film at a preview of it shown at the Stern Hall. In due course this charming and moving film will 
be shown on Channel 4 and members who missed the preview should make a special effort to see 
it. 

Hugo presents the film as if he had been professionally trained to do so and the viewer can follow 
his commentary effortlessly. 

The film presents a record of Hugo's visit to his home town of Beregovo, which had been in 
Czechoslovakia from 1918 to 1938, then became part of Hungary and after the last war a part of 
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the Soviet Republic ofthe Ukraine. Of the three governments Hugo obviously most prefers the pre
war Czech government, as would anyone with the knowledge to make the comparison. 

Hugo shows us a visit to the house in which he was born and evokes the atmosphere of Jewish 
life in the Podkarpacka ruins by inserting still photographs into the film. This technique works 
excellently. Anyone who knows what the Germans did in Poland will be surprised to learn thatthe 
buildings which were used as synagogues before the war were left standing, although most of 
them are obviously no longer used as synagogues, since hardly any Jews still live there. 

Donotmissthefilm. 

EYES FROM THE ASHES 
A video produced by Ann Weiss, U.SA, a child of a survivor 

When Ann Weiss visited Auschwitz she came across family pictures of Jews, deported from Bedzin. 
These pictures had somehow, not to say miraculously escaped destruction and can now be seen 
in the Archives at Auschwitz. Ann was captivated by the power of the eyes in the pictures which, 
as she herself says, stared at her "from beyond the grave, more powerfully than any words can 
tell". She decided to try to use the photos as a way of reconstructing the life in which these photos 
had originated. In her own words this is "most importantfor children of survivors because we have 
not before seen these kinds of photographs associated with our families; these are the photos of 
happy times, of good times, ski trips, hiking expeditions, weddings, vacations and with very few 
exceptions, they give a picture of good times and good lives, lived fully and with fervour, until the 
time when life stopped and the nightmare began". 

The video reproduces the photographs and is accompanied by a commentary by Ann which almost 
managestoturn a video of stills into a poignant motion picture. 

Ann Weiss was in London recently and some Committee Members met her and saw her video. 
The Committee hopes to be ableto showthevideo to all our members in due course. 

NEW CENTRE FOR YIDDISH and JEWISH CULTURE 

During the last few years our Society has taken an active and prominent part in the promotion of 
Yiddish and Jewish culture. We have organised Yiddish plays and concerts featuring actors from 
this country and from abroad and in general have supported cultural activities in Yiddish. 

A new Yiddish Centre has now been established by the Spiro Institute and the Council for the 
promotion of Yiddish, which is located in the annexe of the Hampstead Synagogue, Dennington 
Park Road, N.W.6. In due course members will be informed of the details of activities which will 
take place there in the hope that they will give them their wholehearted support. 

SAM FRElMAN'S TRIP TO POLAND WITH JEWISH STUDENTS 

In 1989 Sam accompanied about 20 Jewish University students on a week's trip to Poland. The 
trip was organised by the Union of Jewish students and the itinerary included Warsaw, Krek6w, 
Auschwitz, Treblinka, Majdanek, B6ra Kalwarja and Sam's home town Jeziorno near WarSaw. Sam 
made a marked impact on the students and proved to be a most popular guide. 

Before their departure the students were well briefed about the antecedents and the events of the 
Holocaust. They returned with a commitment to continue their studies ofthis period of history and 
to help disseminate the knowledge they have gained. One of their immediate projects was to take 
part as interviewers in gathering survivors' testimonies on video.Among our Members Zigi 
Shipper was their first victim and, since others are likely to be called upon as future victims, they 
might like to consult Zigi to find out what awaits them. 
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CHARIlY SHOP 

Last year our Society was approached by "All Aboard", a Jewish Charity, with the offer of a charity 
shop for one week. The proposed deal was that we would pay £400.00 for rent and services, sell 
goods and keep any profits. Goods were donated by some of our members and well-wishers, 
Maurice Friedman was in charge of running the shop, assisted by Kopel and VlVienne Kendall. 
Others who helped were: Sam Freiman, Bernard Dreihorn and his wife Ruby who is also our 
Secretary, Maureen Hecht, Steve and Julie Pearl, Kopel Bersan and last but not least Jenny, 
Maurice's wife. The Society made a net profit of £540.00,learned much about the running of charity 
shops and provided £400.00 for "All Aboard". 

CHASKELAND RENE ROSENBLUM 

Some members of our Society were happy to meet the above on their recent visit to London from 
Bu·enos Aires. 

Chaskel came to England with the Windermere group and from Windermere was sent to the 
Cardross hostel in Scotland. He left the U.K. very early to join his uncle in Bolivia. However, his 
sensa of humour and his attitude of a ban vlveur made him a very popular member of the 
Windermere group and he has retained a large number offriends among our members here. 

We were delighted to learn and not in the the least surprised that Cheskel was recently appointed 
Economic Councillor at the Bolivian Embassy in Buenos Aires. We wish Cheskel much success in 
his new assignment. 

RETIREMENT OF DR. WlTOLD Gun" 

Wrtold, our only member to have become a senior Civil Servant, retired from the Department of 
the Environment in September 1988. 

After obtaining his B.Sc. in Chemistry In 1954 he worked at the Building Research Establishment 
as the Uganda Development Corporation Research Fellow. In that capacity he carried out research 
in the chemistry of cement which showed that local limestone can be used as a raw material for 
cement. This result helped in establishing a successful industry at Tororo, Uganda, which produced 
cement for the Owen Falls Dam, the dam which controls the outflow of the Nile fro) n Lake Victoria. 
At the same time he did research at Birkbeck College, London, as an evening student and obtained 
an M.Sc. in electrochemistry. In 1958 Witold joined the Scientific Civil Service at the Building 
Research establishment, becoming Head of the Silicate Chemistry Section there in 1962. In 1969 
he was appointed Head of the Materials Division there as Senior Principal Scientific Officer, with 
responsibility for 85 scientific staff and for research on all building materials. In 1974 he was made 
Head of the Inorganic Materials Division which concentrates on research in cements, concrete and 
asbestos substitutes. 

Witold's thesis on High Temperature Phase Equilibrie in Polycomponent Silicate Systems led to 
the award of the Ph.D. from the University ofLondon In 1966 and his further research to the award 
of a D.Sc. in 1978. He became a fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry and a Chartered Chemist. 

Witold's research, published in over 100 papers and chapters in books, has been concerned with 
the use of industrial by-products and difficult materials in the manufacture of cements and 
particularly with their stability, safety and durability. He has also developed high temperature 
microscopytechiques. He is known internationally in these fields. 

Since his retirement Wrtold has continued to act as Chairman of the British Standards Institution's 
Technical Committee on Cement and Lime which is responsible for all British standards concerning 
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• • • these materials and for representing the U.K. on international committees which prepare standards 
forthe EEC. He now acts as a consultant in materials science. • 

The Society takes this belated opportunity, not only to congratulate Witold on his successful career, • 
of which we can all be proud, but above all to wish him a contented retirement in the company 
of his wife and children, and may he continue his activities for a long time to come. • 

• THE '45 AID SOCIETY'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHARITIES • As is well known, these contributions are made once a year, in addition to any help we may be 
extending to members who are in need. Because of the long hoped for large emigration of Jews • 
from the USSR to Israel, with which we wished to identify, we have donated £8,000 for them 
through the CBF. The sum is to be used for a specific purpose yet to be decided and did not affect • 
our usual annual donations of £1,000 each to Micha, an organisation in Israel which teaches 
congenitally deaf children to speak and to Tottenham Homesforthe Aged. • 

THE ANNUAL OSCAR JOSEPH HOLOCAUST AWARDS 

Once every year from the 5th to the 28th of July the summer institute on modem Jewish life and 
history is held at the University of Jerusalem under the auspices of the Yed Vashem. The '45 Aid 
Society offers up to three awards of £600 each to assist successful candidates to participate in the 
institute. The overall costofparticipation will be £1,000 per person. 
Applications are invited from men and women under the age of 35 who have a strong interest in 
Holocaust studies and a record of communal involvement. After their return successful candidates 
will be expected to take an active role in educational and youth work in order to try to convey to 
others what they have learned in the course of their participation inthe Summer Institute. 

For further details and application forms please write to: 
Mr. Ben Helfgott 
4th Floor 
Woburn House 
Tavistock Square 
London WC1 H OEP 

Application forms should be returned to the above address betwen 1st November 1990 and 31st 
January 1991. 

1990 RE-UNION 

A circular with details of the Re-union 
has been sentto members and anyone who applied 

to get it should inform our Chairman. 
It will take place on Sunday 6th May 

4.30 p.m. to Midnight 
atthe Royal Garden Hotel, KenSington. 
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SURVIVORS REGISTER IN THE U.K. 

Despite many attempts to induce all our Members to have their names entered on the above 
Register some have still not done so. Would those who belong to that category tear out the form 
below, fill it in and retum it to the address given on it. 

SURVIVORS' REGISTER-PLEASE HELPI 

HOLOCAUST SURVNORS ARE A REMARKABLE GROUP OF PEOPLE WITH A VITAL STORY TO 
TELL THEY ARE CONTINUING WITNESSES TO THE HORRORS OF NAZISM - ANO TO THE 
TRIUMPHOFSURVlVAL 

The Holocaust Educational Trust with the National Yad Vashem Charitable Trust are compiling a 
definitive 'Register of Holocaust Survivors in the United Kingdom'. The Register will be kept under 
close supervision of both Trusts. 

IF YOU KNOW OF ANY HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS WHO WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE REGISTER, PLEASE COMPLETE THE SLIP BELOW. 
THANK YOU FOR YOURHELPIN THIS IMPORTANTTASKI 

Please send some information on the Registerto: 

Name ..................................................................................................................................................... . 

Address ................................................................................................................................................. . 

................................................................................................................................................................... 

Ratum to: Register of Holocaust Survivors, National Yad Vashem Charitable Trust, Wobum House, 
Tavistock Square, London WC1 H OEP 
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• • • Section X 

• (MAY 1990) USTOF'45AID SOCIETY MEMBERS-LONDON 

• Mrs S Ablsch 19 Thatcham Gdns, Whetstone, N20 9GE 
D Adler 35 Greville St, ECl 445-1846 

• R Aron 24 Allington Rd" NW4 202-6915 
J Bajer 112 Castleview Gdns, Ilford, Essex 554-6594 

• H Balsam 40 Marsh Lane, NW7 959-6517 
M Bandel 8 Fairfield Ave, Edgware, Middx 952-4952 

• Ms B Barnett 31 Upton Rd, Nl 5BN 249-9240 
B Becher 46 Auriol Rd, W14 OSR 602-1524 

• S Benedict 2 Merryfields Gdns, Marsh Lane, Stanmore 954-1446 
M Bennett 2a Wiiton Grove, New Maiden, Surrey 942-5910 

• F Berger 31 Wellesley Rd, W4 995-0026 
Mrs M Bloom 22 Hayfield Rd, Moseley, Birmingham 13 012449-2798 

• H Brafman 4 Burylands Flat 2, Surblton, Surrey 399-7069 
P Brandstein Flat 41, 29 Abercorn Place, NW8 624-3884 

• E Brunstein 27 Mornington Ave, Cranbrook, liford' 554-2673 
M Burgerman 9 Dover House, Whltchurch Gdns, Edgware 952-3206 

• M Cliffe 14 Kinloss Court, North Circular Rd, N3349-1565 
Mrs V Cooper 42 Freston Gdns, Cock fosters , Herts 449-8716 

• M Cornell 23 Elmwood Ave, Kenton, Harrow, Middx 997-4728 
M Dessau 22 Oaks Lane, Newbury Pk, liford 599-1013 

• A Dichter 9 Flambard Rd, Harrow, Mlddx HA1 2NB 907-8292 
B Dreihorn 37 Salmon St, London NW9 205-6878 

• S Dresner 90 Parkfield Ave, Harrow, NA2 6NP 421-1296 
Mrs E Eisen 25 Oakdene Pk, Finchley, N3 

• M Etkind 58 The Avenue, Watford, Herts 0923-223649 
F Farkas '46 Sherwood Rd, Hendon, NW4 203-2662 

• S Faull The Penthouse, Courtenay Gate, 
Kingsway, Hove, Sussex 0273-731401 • I Finkelstein 30 Oak Lodge Close, Dennis Ln, Stanmore 954-0373 

I Finkelstone 9 Beulah Close, Edgware, Middx 958,5257 • J Fischer 58 Ford Hook Ave, NW5 992-4577 
E Fish 14a Church Crescent, E9 985-4565 • H Fox 4 Harman Close, NW2 45'2-5698 
M Frei 24 Shlrehall Gdns, Golders Green, NWll • S Freiman 62a Hampton Rd, Teddington, Middx 977-9817 
M Friedman 18 Anthorne Close, Little Heath, • Potter's Bar, Herts EN6 1 RW 0707-42313 
L Frischman 7 Adams Close, Salmon St, NW9 205-6389 • L Frydman 8 College Court, College Cres, NW3 5LD 

Dr A Garwood 74 Monkhams Ave, Wood ford Green, • Redbridge, Essex 168 OET 504-0216 

• L Geddy 72 The Downage, Hendon, NW4 203-1647 
M Geldman 27 Sunningdale Gdns, Old Kenton Lane, 

• Kingsbury, London NW9 9NB 206-0530 
Mrs C Gelier 102 Franklyn Gdns, Edgware, Middx 958-5870 

• Mrs B Glasner 174 Gladstone Pk Gdns, NW2 (Godleib) 
J Goldberger 25 Heber Rd, London NW2 450-4204 

• M Goldflnger 14 Beaumont PI, Hadley, H ighstone, Herts 449-8222 
F Goldman 37 Mallard Way, London NW9 205-9232 

• J Goldman 39 Franklyn Gdns, Edgware, Middx 958-5870 
L Goldman 58 Cheyne Ct, Royal HospitalRd, SW5 352-9101 

• M ':;raham "Ridgemount", Austeli Gdns, NW7 959-5476 
H Green Meadowcroft, Bargate Ln, Dedham, Essex 0206-323357 
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(MAY 1990) UST OF '45 AID SOCIETY MEMBERS- LONDON continued 

V Greenberg 
A Gross 

Rabbi H Gryn 

Mrs 

Or 

Mrs 
Miss 

V Guterman 
W Gutman 
W Gutt 
I Haber 
I Hahn 
R Halter 
M Hay.man 
J Hecht 
M Hecht 
E Heimler 
B Helfgott 
A Herman 
J Herzberg 
o Herszkowicz 
J Hochhauser 
M Hoffman 
M Honey 
A Huberman 
H Huberman 
N Huberman 
Z Husserl 
5 Irving 
A Isaaksohn 

P Jay 
R Jayson 
J Kagan 
J Kahn 

Kamionka 
R Katz 
H Kaye 
V Kelly 
K Kendall 
J Kiersz 
A Kirschberg 
K Klappholz 
C Kohn 
H Kohn 
F Knoller 
F Knopf 
M Kusmierski 
o Kutner 

M Lampert 
M Lee 
R Levy 

C Lewkowicz 
Lieberman 

o Lister 

8 Links Drive, Elstree, Herts 
4 St Kildas Rd, London N16 
4 York Ho, Upper Montague St, Wl 

4 Collingwood Ct, Queens Rd, Hendon 

79 West Heath Rd, NW3 
109 Finchley Lane, NW4 
108 Roll Gdns, IIford, Essex 
30 Oickenson Rd, N8 9ET 
12 Grosvenor Cres, NW9 
20 Mill Ridge, Edgware, Middx 
198 Castellan Rd, W9 
100a Gloucester Rd, Mew Barnet, Herts 
46 Amery Rd, Harrow, Middx HA 1 3UQ 
51 The Oownage, Hendon, NW4 
3 Tudor Ct, Alexandra Rd, Nl0 2ER 
62 Howberry Rd, Canons Pk, Edgware 
69 Manor Rd, N16. 
91 St Marks Rd, Wl0 
45A Woodstock Rd, NW11 8ES 
7 Milcote Ave, Hove, Sussex 
69 Manor Road, N16 
14 St Peters Ct. Queens Rd. NW4 
25 Decoy Ave. Temple Fortune. NWll 
42 Greyhound Hill. Hendon. NW4 
34 Shannon Wy. Southend Rd. 

Beckenham. BR3 lWg 
28 Heathcroft. Hampstead. NW11 
13 Crespigny Rd. Hendon. N4 
5 Hocroft Ave. Nw2 
2 Limes Ave. NW11 
36 Ravensdale Rd. N16 

953-3865 

262-9062 

NW4202-8293 
550-3763 
455-2282 

550-9505 

958-5013 
286-4261 
440-8826 
422-1512 
203-1137 
883-3991 
952-6888 

960-3295 
458 2928 
0273-735191 

202-0377 

202-1765 

658-9801 
458-7946 
202-0243 
435-4677 
455-7061 
800-8503 

8 Ooverdale Rd. W.Bridgford, 
38 Fairford Ave. Luton. Beds 

Nottingham 
0582-32321 

8 Grendon Gdns. Wembley. Middx 
61b Canfield Gdns. NW6 
18 Hoop Lane. Golders Green. NWll 
9 Cottesmore Ave. Clayhail. IIford 
Rosebery Hails. 90 Rosebery Ave, ECl 
39 The Ridgeway. NWll 
1 Headley Or. Gants Hill. Ilford 
6 Badgers Croft, Totteridge Lane. N20 
6 Acorn Ct. Acol Rd. NW6 
37 Wood stock Rd. NW" 
22 Winton Lodge. Imperial Ave. 

624-0582 
209-0809 
550-2299 

4RL 
455-8995 
554-5818 
445-5922 
634-0088 

Westcliffe on Sea. Essex 
7 Preston Wy, Preston Rd. Wembley. 
28 Hartswood Rd. W12 9NF 

0702-341903 
Middx 

11 Deepdene Ct. Kingswood Rd. 
Shortlands. Bromley. Kent 

79 Ossidge Lane. N14 
59 Finchley Lane. NW4 
39 Chandos Ave. N14 
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460-3916 
368-7407 
203-2638 
882-0222 
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(MAY 19901 USTOF '45 AID SOCIETY MEMBERS-LONDON continued 

L Manders 126 Powys Lane, Palmers Green, N13 882-1706 
M Markovic 49 West Heath Drive, NW11 458-4112 
J Meltzner 12 The Woodlands, NWll 453-0777 
J Mendelsohn 8 Park Way, NW11 

Mrs B Modiano 7 Mulberry Walk, SW3 352-5885 
J Moskowitz 62 St Georges Rd, NWll 458-3495 
J Moss 76 Elm Park Ave, N15 800-3363 
D Munch 2a Turnham Green Terr, Chiswick, W4 
B Newton 6 Sheraton Cl, Elstree, Borehamwood 

Herts WD6 207 1172 
M Nurtman 10 Conberton, Eureka Rd, Kingston 541-5569 
B Obuchowski 75 Clayhall Ave, 11 ford , Essex 550-7501 
H Olmer 50 Tretawn Gdns NW7 959-7&32 

Miss Oppenheimer 23 Shepherds Hid, Highgate, N6 5QJ 348-3449 
S Orenstein 3 Goodyears Gdns, NW4 
C Orzech 43 Moundfield Rd, N16 800-9307 
R Orzech 5 Clifton Gdns, N15 802-4478 
S Pearl 104 Park Rd, New Barnet, Herts 441-6600 
I Perl 3 Vista Drive, Redbridge, IIford 550-6293 
N Pivnic 2 Hampstead Gdns, NWll 

Pivnic 2 Hampstead Gdns, NW11 458-2790 
B Pollack 5 Nichol Ho, Woodberry Down Est, N4 800-5927 
A Poznanski 1 Wanstead Lane, IIford, Essex 554-2404 
J Poznanski 9 Ash Grove Terr, Gateshead, Newcastle 
M Preston 7 Albert Mansions, Crouch Hill, N8 348-1299 

Mrs I Reichmann 23 Oakwood Rd, Hampstead Gdn Sub, NW11 455-4880 
J Rents 53 Hove Park Rd, Hove, Sussex 
A Riseman 15 Amhurst Parade, N 16 800-4595 
W Robertson 38 Langton Gr, Sydenham SE26 6RD 778-9642 
L Robeson 14 Jesmond Way, Stanmore, Middx 958-9902 
K Roman 80 Bidwell Gdns, Nl1 2AL 888-9393 
L Rosenberg 151 Ordnance Rd, Enfield, Middx 9-718337 

Mrs M Rosenblatt 56 Knoll Or, Southgate, N14 368-8688 
13 Rolzstajn 45 Moundfield Rd, N16 
I Rudzinski 36/Chradmore Rd, N16 806:"'3534 

Saip 82 Kings Cl, Hendon, NW4 2JC 203-0958 
S Schwimmer 2 Morley Crescent West, Stanmore 207-5416 
C Shane 44 Shamrock Wy, Southgate, N14 368-8688 
Z Shipper 12 Williams Wy, Radlett, Herts 779-5450 
E Simmonds 298 Panfield Ave, Braintree, Essex 
M Singer 31 Rusper Close, Stanmore, Middx 954-9008 
H Spir~ 9 Brinsdale Rd, Tenterden Gr, NW4 203-4836 
E Stein 161 Stradbroke Gr, 11 ford , Essex 550-0823 
I Stein 17a Grove Park, Wanstead Ell 2DN 530-6222 
M Stern 11 Acol Rd, NW6 624-9637 
H Suskin 207 Golders Green Rd, NWll 458-4046 
M Tabacznik 10 Chardmore Rd, N16 806-3615 
M Teichman 4 Median Rd, E5 985-4347 
L Tepper 10 Churchill Ave, Kenton, Middx 907-9991 

A M Tribich 7 Oakleigh Park South, N20 445-2819 
D Turek 48 Stoneyfield Lane, Edgware 959-3083 
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Mrs 

(MAY 1990) USTOF'45AID SOCIETY MEMBERS-LONDON continued 

H Wajchendler 
A Waiters 

A Ward 
J Weger 
A Wiernik 
I Wilder 
F Wineman 
R Winogrodzki 
I Zawaski 
A Zwirek 
A Zylberszac 

134 Gants Hill Cres, lIford 
Seafield Stores, 93 Fforddtalar Goch 

Mel id en Clywd, Prestatyn, N. Wales LL1 
27 Lodge Ave, Elstree, Herts 
1 Old Park Rd, Palmers Green, N13 
2 Box Elder Cl, Sfoneyfield Lane. Edg. 
15 Lodge Ave, Elstree, Herts, WD6 3NA 
33 James Close, Woodlands, NW11 
34 Denham Drive, Ilford 
26 Glebe Crescent, NW4 
55 Hatley Ave, Barkingside, Ilford 
64 Chalgrove Cres, Clayhall, Ilford 
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550-8550 

98NT 
953-5007 
886-3058 
959-2965 
953-1822 
456-5103 
554-3986 

550-9426 
550-3340 
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